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Amanda HawkinsRoleplay: Perils of the AutoMesmerizer
~

“I’ve been thinking about what the therapist said… you know, that sexy roleplay

thing?” Jenna toyed with her long blonde hair, looking unsure of herself.

I shrugged. “What about it?” Going to a marriage counselor was her idea, not

mine, and this business of spicing up our love life with some sort of bedroom role-

playing game was just bizarre. True, our bedroom encounters had become routine,

even perfunctory. The word Jenna had used was ‘stale’. Ouch.

“I think we should do it. The roleplay thing, I mean, not just ‘it’.”

I tried not to roll my eyes. “I’m game, I guess. What’d you have in mind?”

“Well… you know how the doc got us to roll-play a disagreement we had, only we

had to pretend to be each other? I was thinking we should do that, only as part of a

bedroom fantasy. Maybe the classic doctor-patient scenario.”

“You want me to pretend to be you? In bed? How’s that supposed to work?”

She smiled. “No worries. I promise, you’ll look like me and I’ll look like you.”

Now I did roll my eyes. True, we were close to the same size, and I wasn’t exactly

bulging with muscles, but otherwise…

She noticed my disbelief. “Trust me, that’s the easy part. The hard part is getting

us to behave convincingly as members of the opposite sex. Neither of us is any

kind of actor. I think I got it covered, but it’s not a sure thing.”

I sighed. I’d long since found that once Jenna got an idea into her head there was

no way she’d let it go. Not until it was a proven failure. So I agreed to give it a try.

“But the deal’s off if I look ridiculous.”

She laughed. “I’ll hold you to that.”

~

By the time the following Saturday rolled around, she was ready. We had an early

dinner, nothing heavy, then retired to the bedroom. She had me strip down. “So

how’s this gonna work? I don’t anything look like you.”

“You will.” From a box in the closet she produced a pair of what I instantly

recognized as skinsuits. They’d been all over the news a few months back. Alien

technology, now available to those of us Earthlings who could afford the price tag.

Frankly, I was shocked. “Aren’t those things, like, really expensive? How could

you possibly afford—”
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“They don’t actually belong to us. I got them through work. We recently took on

the chain of Grüelle clinics as a client. I pulled a few strings and got ‘em to give us

samples of their product—the better to write advertising copy, right?”

I stared at the skin-like bodysuits. So that was her plan: get me to wear a female

skinsuit that would effectively transform me into a woman. I probably wouldn’t

have agreed to this roleplay if I’d known. “I don’t get it,” I said. “These samples

you got are modelled on you and me?”

“No, I couldn’t pull that many strings. The skinsuits are generic male and female.

The masks are another story.” From a second box she removed a mannikin’s head

that sported a long blonde mane that looked exactly like Jenna’s.

I gasped when she turned it toward me. “That’s your face!”

“Guilty as charged. I’ve got another one here that looks like you. I sent a bunch of

pics to the clinic to feed into their 3D-design software. And yes, I did have to buy

these puppies, and they were not cheap. Worth every penny though.”

I stared back at the mask. The mannikin’s eyes bore into mine, looking for all the

world as though they were alive. Soon enough those would be my eyes embedded

within Jenna’s lovely face, like a wild animal in a cage. I wondered how it would

feel, being her, being my own wife. I wouldn’t have long to wait to find out.

“The skinsuit first,” she said, shaking it out.

With trembling hands, I stepped through the

fissure in the back, stuck my limbs into its

arms and legs, and drew the tight material

up and over my body. At first I had trouble

drawing a breath, but as the opening drew

closed—seemingly all by itself—the crush

around my chest and stomach eased, even

as my figure changed: wider hips, narrow

waist, and breasts easily a cup size bigger

than Jenna’s. Generic female, my ass! My

body belonged to a teenager’s wet dream.

“Pretty sweet, huh?” Jenna stepped back

and looked me over. “I wish I had a bod

that curvy.” She passed me the mask.

“It’s time for you, my friend, to become

the new and improved version of me.”

Deep breath. Hesitantly, I took the mask,

flipped it over and drew it over my head.
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“Careful,” she said. “You don’t want to damage it.” Her hands joined mine and

together we worked it into place. I straightened up, feeling long hair tumble over

my shoulders, and she quickly aligned the eyes, ears and nose with my own. The

mask’s mouth-opening wrapped in behind my lips. A moment later I felt a set of

thin tendrils slithering down my throat. I gasped. For at moment my face and neck

felt frozen, paralyzed; I couldn’t speak, and once more I could barely breathe. But

the moment passed.

“Wha—what the hell was that?” My fingers flew to my mouth. The voice that

emerged wasn’t mine, it clearly belonged to a woman. It was Jenna’s!

“I sent them audio recordings as well,” she said. “I didn’t realize how convincing

it would be, though. It’s incredible: you look and sound exactly like me.”

It was true; one glance into the mirror on the closet door proved as much. Well,

when in Rome… I placed a hand on my hip, shifted my weight and thrust out my

chest. “Not exactly, dahling. Like you said, I’m new and improved.”

Jenna laughed. “That’s the spirit, babe.” Then she reached up and swept the hair

off of her head. My jaw dropped. She gave me a mock frown. “I’ve been wearing

a wig for the last two weeks,” she said, carefully arranging it atop the plastic head

that had held my mask. “Men never notice anything.” Her remaining hair was the

same color, but styled into a short pixie cut.

“I had no idea,” I muttered, shaking my head and feeling the stir of long hair.

“Like I said, clueless.” She fished a second mask out of the box and picked up the

male skinsuit. “Back in a jiff,” she said, heading for the bathroom. “By the way,

you might want to get dressed while I’m gone. We won’t be hitting the sheets right

away, ya know. The evening is young.”

I turned to the bed where Jenna had laid out clothing I had foolishly thought she

was going to wear. It was some of her sexiest stuff, too. There was a strapless

brassiere that barely fit around my chest, on the widest set of clasps. There was a

garter belt and a pair of sheer nude stockings, which I had to admit showed off my

new legs very well. And there was a tight pair of bikini briefs that left me with a

distinct camel-toe between my legs.

Disconcerting, to say the least. She’d also given me a strapless mini-dress in blue,

patterned with white speckles. Again, it was tight around my chest, but I managed

to get it zipped. I shrugged into the loose cardigan she’d left out, flared my hair

out from underneath, and strapped on a pair of beige pumps with three-inch heels.

She didn’t own anything taller than that, I recalled, because she didn’t want to

tower over her stubby husband. How thoughtful of her. But at least I wouldn’t

break my ankles tonight, wearing her shoes, so I guess it all worked out.
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It wasn’t long before the bathroom door opened and a man emerged. He had my

old face and hair, although he seemed to be a bit stockier and had visible muscles

in his arms and legs. And was he an inch or two taller? It was hard to tell.

“Looking good, babe,” he said, in a voice that sounded like the old me. He was

already wearing a pair of dark blue boxers; now he sat on our bed to put on the

clothing I’d recently removed: socks, dark pants and a stripped dress shirt.

I finally found my voice. “You look nice too… Greg?”

“That’s my name,” he said, grinning. He laced himself into my favorite pair of

Brooks Brother’s wingtips, then stood up and slipped an arm around my waist.

“How’s it feel to be Gregory’s girl?” He pulled me closer.

“Uhm—good. Really, really… good.” I was still in shock.

“Say it like you mean it, dollface.” He kissed me until I was close to swooning.

“I, uh—thanks.” To hide my embarrassment I finger-combed my hair. He handed

me Jenna’s purse—which was now mine, of course. Apparently, we weren’t going

to be staying home tonight. I followed ‘Greg’ into the living room.

He paced over to the window and stared out at the city. It was just starting to get

dark. We were nine stories up and the view was pretty good. “Let’s talk about our

characters for the roleplay,” he said.

I perched myself on the couch. “I thought we were just trading places.”

“That’s part of it.” He turned toward me. “Now that you’re the wife and I’m the

husband, we’ll take the doctor’s advice and roleplay like we’re other people who

are meeting up for sex. That’s what makes it exciting.”

I touched my head. “Gee, I don’t know how I’m going to keep all that straight.”

“Then I’ll keep it simple. You are a female impersonator named Jenna. I’m the

psychiatrist you’ve been going to because you’re distraught over being trapped in

a loveless marriage to some woman. You can call me Dr. Pierce Bromwell.”

A female impersonator? Grudgingly, I nodded. “Pierce Bromwell, got it.”

“The deal is, you’re still committed to your marriage and you’d like to make it

work, even though the spark’s long gone. You and your wife haven’t been intimate

in over a year, and you’re getting pretty antsy. As the saying goes, you’ve got an

itch that needs scratching—bad.”

“Gotcha. And you’re just the guy to do the scratching, is that it?”

“Bingo. You agreed to meet good old Doc Bromwell for drinks, to discuss your

problem in a more informal setting. That’s where we’re going: out to a nice wine

bar, where the good doctor will put the moves on his vulnerable patient.”
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“I have to say: that’s pretty darn unethical of you, Doc. Better hope the medical

ethics board doesn’t hear about this.” I stood up.

Greg held up his hand. “Not so fast. There’s one more thing we need to do.” He

went to the coat closet and rummaged around in the back. He emerged with a

device that looked like a cross between a hair dryer and a stormtrooper’s helmet

from Star Wars. It had a heavy base, which he placed atop a low bookcase; the

‘helmet’ was mounted on a flexible arm. He positioned a kitchen chair under it.

“What on earth is that?”

“That, my love, is the AutoMesmerizer 9000: a fully programmable automated

tool for hypnotizing people. It can install a set of subconscious directives, a whole

new mindset, or both. It’s a rental from the same clinic that provided the masks

and skinsuits. Yet more Grüelle technology, of course. Seriously, what won’t those

aliens think of next, eh?”

“I hope you’re not thinking what I think you’re thinking.”

“I probably am.” He pulled out his phone. “I downloaded the app yesterday, and

set up a program of full-spectrum hypnosis for each of us. Have a seat.”

Without being entirely sure why I was agreeing to this, I sat in the chair. Greg

lowered the helmet onto my head, shifted my hair to place headphones over my

ears, and flipped the visor into my field of vision.

“All it’s going to do,” he said, although I could barely hear him, “is help you think

and act more naturally as a woman. You’ll still remember who you really are—or

were—at least on some level, but you’ll be able to react to your surroundings as if

you’ve always been female. Your high-level persona will change just enough to

make you feel more ‘womanly’—whatever that might involve—while your sub-

conscious will be altered to give you a feminine speech pattern and female body

language. It might even reverse your sexual orientation. We’ll have to see.”

“Hang on a sec—” There was a loud click and the world dissolved into chaos. My

ears were assaulted—not loudly, but insistently—with an oscillating pattern of

noise that never quite resolved into actual words. My eyes were probed with

fluctuating pinpricks of multi-colored light; not painful, but for some reason

reminiscent of a computer chip being programmed by tiny lasers. Probably not far

from the truth, that. Gradually, my sense of self bled away into the nooks and

crannies of my mind—and then disappeared. For how long, I do not know.

~

Greg lifted the helmet from my head. “Welcome back, Jenna,” he said cheerfully.

“You’re all done. How do you feel?”
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I peered up at my husband, strangely fearful of his reaction. “Oh, me? I’m fine.” I

got up and stepped into hall to check my hair in the mirror. Wearing some sort of

silly helmet right before going out—really? I began finger-combing.

Greg called from the living room. “I’m gonna do me now, babe. Ten minutes or

so, tops. Don’t worry, the machine stops automatically.”

I watched him settle the helmet on his head and stab at his phone with a forefinger.

Men and their gadgets! I wandered back to the bedroom to check my makeup, and

spent a few minutes sifting through my collection of heels. Why on earth did I not

own anything higher than three inches? Greg wasn’t so height-challenged that I

couldn’t get away with at least another inch. The man had such a fragile ego; he

came across more like a little boy at times.

This train of thought stirred up an uneasy feeling in the back of my mind, but I

dismissed it with a shrug. Whatever else might be going on, I knew one thing for

certain: I was a gorgeous, highly desirable woman and there was no reason in the

world why my relationship with Gregory should lack ‘spice’. I gave my head a

toss, flaring my hair. Hopefully this silly roleplay would fix all that.

I smiled into my vanity mirror. “I’m going to give that boy the ride of his life,” I

murmured, seductively. “He won’t know what hit him.”

~

We arrived at Arisino’s Grapery and Edibles at half past eight. Greg had cautioned

me in the taxi that for the rest of the night—and perhaps longer, depending on how

things went—I was not to refer to him as my husband. He was now Doctor Pierce

Bromwell, ethically challenged psychiatrist and wannabe lothario. As for me, I

was a female impersonator married to some nameless woman.

“I know who you are, Doctor,” I said primly, keeping a firm grip on my purse.

“And I certainly know who I am.”

He smiled. “Call me Pierce. After all, this is a social occasion.”

“I’m not sure I should.” I hesitated, feigning indecision. “My wife doesn’t know

I’m here, and this kind of feels like going behind her back. But I’ll try. Oops!” I

smothered a giggle. “I mean, I’ll try—Pierce.”

He gave my hand a squeeze. “You’re a very lovely woman, Jenna.”

We ordered a bottle of red wine, a Cooper Mountain pinot noir, and settled in to

the most awkward conversation of my life. Pierce said, “I must say—you are

undoubtedly the most convincing drag artiste I’ve ever seen, and I’ve been to a lot

of shows. You must have started when you were quite young.”
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I considered my answer. “Well… I remember going through my mother’s closet

when I was around ten years old. Dresses, skirts, wigs—and lingerie, of course. I

could not get enough of that stuff.” I forced a smile. “Still can’t, I guess.”

“I hear that a lot. Most cross-dressers start out young, usually by wearing their

mother’s clothes.” He leaned forward. “That brings up an interesting question: do

you consider yourself a cross-dresser? Or is this simply a job for you?”

I stared into my glass, swirling it gently. “Sometimes I’m not sure. I used to think

it was just to pay the bills, but now…”

“I think the fact you’ve been coming to our sessions as Jenna is rather suggestive,

don’t you? Not to mention you’re here as Jenna tonight. She isn’t just a character

you play on stage, not anymore. She’s a real person. In fact, I think she might be

more real than the man who married that woman you call your wife.”

I pawed at my hair, which had slid across one eye. “Well, you’re the doctor. Is that

your official diagnosis? There’s a woman inside of me screaming to get out?”

“It’s not official, but I suspect it’s true. To me, you’re more of a woman than most

of the women I see in my practice.”

I had to smile. “You’re too kind. I can’t say I haven’t thought about it, but what

can I do? If I had the surgery and became a real woman, well—I couldn’t very

well be a female impersonator anymore, could I.”

He got a faraway look in his eyes. “That would be a sad day. A talent like yours is

rare; losing it would be a tragedy. However, short of that, there are always options.

You could, for example, give up this silly notion of being a man—and become

Jenna full-time.”

“I suppose that’s possible. But what about my wife? It’s true, we aren’t really man

and wife anymore, but I still care about her. I wouldn’t want her to get hurt.”

He touched the back of my hand. “Your compassion does you credit, my dear. But

let’s put that question aside for another day.” He paused. “You must know by now,

Jenna, how much I’ve come to care about you.”

I fluttered my lashes. “It’s a hard thing to miss.”

“Yes it is,” he murmured. “Very hard. I find you incredibly attractive.”

“I’ll bet you say that to all the boys.”

He chuckled. “Not all of them, no. However, you are correct: I do find it alluring

when a man is able to so thoroughly transform himself into a woman. And yes, I

have been involved with a few such men.” Now he took my hand in his. “But it’s

different with you, Jenna. I’m equally drawn to you as a woman.”
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“Well then, maybe I’m just the female impersonator you need… to turn you on to

the benefits of a relationship with a real woman.” I stroked the back of his hand.

“Obviously, I’m not really real, but I’m probably closer to it than anyone you’ve

ever been with.” I hesitated. “I assume you’ve never slept with an actual female?”

Mutely, he nodded. “Then I think I should mention… I’m wearing a prosthetic

vagina that has to be seen to be believed—or rather, felt. Your little soldier will

swear he’s taking a ride in a real tunnel of love.”

His breath quickened. “How intriguing. Like a woman, yet not a woman. It would

seem that you represent the best of both worlds.”

I felt myself flush. “Modesty forbids me, sir.”

We continued in that vein through two more glasses of wine. It was curious: here I

was, a man pretending to be a woman pretending to be a female impersonator, and

yet I was easily able to slip into any persona I chose. All these aspects of my

psyche were layered, one atop the other, and all I had to do was step up or down a

level to become a whole new person. On this layer, where I was a drag artiste

falling into a doomed relationship with a psychiatrist, my life as a married woman

felt like a dream—and I was only dimly aware of actually being a man wearing a

female skinsuit. As for the man I was with, my impressions were muddled: was he

Pierce Bromwell, sleazebag psychiatrist? Was he my husband, Gregory? Or was

she my wife, the real Jenna, wearing a male skinsuit? What was real and what was

roleplay? The threads refused to be teased apart.

Pierce drained his glass. “Well… this has been lovely, but—”

I knew my role in this drama. I reached out to touch his hand. “It doesn’t have to

end here, you know. Perhaps a nightcap? My place, not yours.”

His eyebrows rose. “Ah, yes—but what of your wife? The woman you purport to

not want to hurt—what about her?”

I pretended to flinch. “What she doesn’t know won’t hurt her. In any case,” I

added, withdrawing my hand, “she won’t be there tonight. Off visiting her mother,

or whatever. It’s so hard to keep track.”

He smiled. “That being the case, I accept your kind offer.”

In the taxi on our return journey, Pierce put his arm around my shoulders and I

snuggled up close. I was a man pretending to be a woman, pretending to be a man

pretending to be a woman. What it boiled down to was this: I was a woman and

this was the man I intended to spread my legs for. Nothing else mattered.

I looked up at him and—as though programmed to do so—my lashes fluttered. He

took the hint and kissed me. It lasted until the cabbie told us to get the hell out.
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~

It’s funny. I’ve lived in this apartment for the last five years, but seeing it through

the eyes of a female impersonator fully decked-out as a woman gave the place a

whole different ambience. For some reason it looked seedier, which is just weird.

I offered Pierce a drink, as promised, but he waved it off. “I’m sorry, Jenna, but I

just can’t put this off any longer.” He took me in his arms. “I’ve got to have you.

Does that make any sense? I know you’re a man, but I can’t help seeing you as a

woman—and yet the fact that you are a man, under all that feminine beauty…

That’s what turns me on.”

I stroked his cheek. “It’s all right, Pierce. I’m not offended. You can’t help being

who and what you are, any more than I can. I want to be a woman for you, as

much as I can be.” I added a quick kiss for emphasis.

“Oh… Jenna.” He pulled me in and our lips came together. It wasn’t just a kiss: it

was oral love-making, including his tongue trying to plumb my throat.

Finally, when I was able to, I took his hand and led him into the bedroom. On the

way we passed the AutoMesmerizer, and a little voice inside my head told me that

I truly was a man, a normal man, and not a female impersonator either.

I ignored it. I was a woman—not to mention a loving wife—pretending to be a

female impersonator, wasn’t I? Because apparently this was the only way to get

my husband’s motor running, and I intended to take full advantage.

Soon we were naked and in bed. Pierce said, playing his role to the hilt, “You’re

sure your wife won’t be home tonight?”

“I’m sure. You want me to text her? See where she is right now?”

He actually giggled. “Ah, no, that won’t be necessary.”

“Well, then… let’s do this.” I stroked his body and sang, “Doctor, Doctor, gimme

the news; I got a bad case of lovin’ you. No pill’s gonna cure my ill… I got a bad

case of lovin’ you.”

He laughed and ran his hands down my back, up my sides and onto my chest. He

caressed my breasts and I shivered with anticipation. Then he once again held me

tight, slid his hand into my hair and brought our mouths together.

No further words were spoken. I moaned when he entered me, but that was all. A

small part of my mind marvelled at the fact I was even able to take him entirely

inside me—or inside something that seemed to feel like ‘inside’ to both of us.

What those aliens won’t think of next.

Skinsuits, it turns out, are not prone to premature ejaculation.
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By the time we were done, we were both exhausted. The combination of what we

were wearing and whatever had been done to our minds had synchronized our

respective climaxes in an explosion of pleasure and enough noise to surely have

woken our elderly neighbor if she hadn’t been deaf as a post.

Dozing off, I felt satisfied. There’s more than one way to measure success. Not

only did I feel more at peace as a woman than ever before, but I knew this would

put to rest the notion that our marriage had grown stale. I hoped I wouldn’t have to

pretend to be a female impersonator twice a week for the rest of my life to keep

my husband from straying, but even if I did—what of it? Sometimes a woman just

has to go the extra mile to keep things fresh. If Greg needed me to pretend that I

had a dangly thing like his between my legs, that was okay with me. There are

worse things in life than a girl having to pretend she has a penis.

~

When I awoke the next morning, Greg was already out of bed. I found him in the

living room with that helmet thingy over his head and the headphones abuzz.

Gathering my nightgown around me, I sat down to wait.

A few minutes later the buzz stopped and he pushed the helmet up. He stared at

me, blinking, then rose and rubbed his hands together. “I feel great,” he said, a

little too loudly. “That was just what the doctor ordered.”

I inquired as to what the heck he was talking about.

He laughed. “A refresher, my dear. A little pick-me-up to remove those lingering

doubts from the back of your mind about who and what you really are. I’m not

sure why it seemed so important to do this the moment I woke up, but my phone

reminded me and the Mesmerizer app was already programed. All I had to do was

hit Enter.” He pointed to the chair. “Now it’s your turn.”

I stood up, plucking at the folds of my nightie. “Is that really necessary? I have

this weird sense of foreboding that I might not want to do this.”

“That’s exactly why you need to do this, Jenna. You don’t want to go through life

with silly ideas bothering you all the time, do you? Of course not. Sit!”

I wasn’t entirely convinced, but nonetheless I sat. Greg placed the helmet atop my

head and poked at his phone. The world exploded into light and sound.

I returned to awareness with Gregory helping me up. “Now, that wasn’t so bad,

was it? Don’t you feel like a whole new woman?”

I lifted my face to his. “You know what? I really do.” And we went straight back

to bed. Ever since then, our marriage has been anything but stale.  
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